Create real-time discovery collections across multiple repositories

Discovery Collection and Preservation Data Sheet
Organizations must be ready to produce responsive data quickly and
thoroughly in response to discovery requests and when undergoing
litigation, internal investigations, regulatory mandates, or audits.
However, relevant data is often found scattered across email, ﬁle
repositories, messaging platforms, intranets, and more. The sheer
volume of data that exists can be overwhelming.

Onna integrates with the most popular enterprise platforms directly via
their APIs and gathers all data and metadata directly from the source.
Data is automatically classiﬁed and indexed using Onna’s 3-step
collection process. Companies can then go through an early case
assessment within Onna or export pre-processed data into their
document review platform.

Defensible Collections

New Media Capability

API-Based

Onna collects all metadata from
the original source, extracts all
embedded items and zip ﬁles,
and preserves ﬁles in their
native format.

Onna specializes in integrations
with new media sources such
as Slack, Conﬂuence, and JIRA.

Onna focuses on API-based
collections from new media
sources, which may not have a
defensible native export
functionality in place.

Intuitive and Advanced Search
Leverage real-time and robust advanced search across your enterprise data.
Onna OCRs all data and performs image entity recognition
and speech to text recognition for video and audio ﬁles.

Export to Review

Indexed Repository

Smart Organization

Onna processes all ﬁles upon
collection, meaning that
exports are ready to be plugged
into all major review platforms.

Once you connect your data
source to Onna, the platform
will keep collecting and
processing the content without
any further involvement.

Onna uses machine learning
and AI technologies to
automatically categorize and
classify ﬁles, making it easier to
organize and cull relevant data.

Collaboration and Sharing

Legal Holds

Audit Logs

Work with your team, outside counsel,
and service providers in real-time, in
one platform, by sharing data
relevant to your case using Groups.

Apply legal holds with one click to
retain relevant data for as long as
needed in one platform.

Onna maintains a comprehensive
audit log of all your data collections.

Beneﬁts
Uniﬁed Collection Tool

Reduce Costs and Save Time

With Onna there is no need to purchase multiple collection
tools or spend extra money processing data. Onna centralizes
collections and automatically processes data.

Greatly reduce costs and time spent on discovery requests by
having an indexed repository of your enterprise data that is
always ready to be searched.

Central Repository

Minimize risks

Maintain a centralized repository of your enterprise data,
categorized and classiﬁed using our ML and AI technologies.

Control who you share relevant data with and limit handoffs
between service providers and outside counsel.
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